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ABSTRACT 

This study investigates the relationship between the linguistic background/s of South African 
Grade 6 learners and an instrument measuring Core Academic Language Skills (CALS). The 
learners’ (n = 89) results were divided into two groups based on their most commonly spoken 
language (either English, L1 or a language other than English, L2). All learners in the study 
(and indeed the overwhelming majority of South African learners) attend school in an English 
language immersion setting, where English is the sole language of learning and teaching. The 
groups were assessed on the CALS-I-ZA, an instrument developed to measure CALS that has 
been validated in the South African context. This study found that in both the L1 and L2 groups, 
the CALS-I-ZA showed a strong association with both the provincial Maths Common 
Examination (r = 0.642) and the provincial Natural Sciences and Technology Examination (r 
= 0.650). Surprisingly, the home language variable either does not correlate or correlates only 
very weakly with the other variables, suggesting that L1 or L2 status alone is a weak or 
increasingly irrelevant predictor of academic success. This research concludes that the strong 
association between CALS and schooling results remains robust, regardless of L1 or L2 status, 
and thus, there is compelling evidence to begin deploying the construct as an instructional tool 
in South African classrooms. 

KEYWORDS: Academic language, academic literacy, core academic language skills, 
assessment 

INTRODUCTION 

This research investigates the use of a novel assessment instrument, the CALS-I-ZA, in 
assessing Grade 6 South African learners from various language backgrounds. This instrument 
is based on the Core Academic Language Skills (CALS) construct operationalised in the United 
States by Uccelli et al. (2015) and normed for use in South Africa by MacFarlane et al. (2022). 

The language of education and assessment in South Africa is overwhelmingly English and, to 
a lesser extent, Afrikaans (Alexander, 2010; Department of Basic Education, 2010; Maringe & 
Chiramba, 2021). The dominance of English in the South African education system places the 
vast majority of South African learners in an extremely difficult position since only a minority 
of the population, some 9.6% according to the latest official figures (StatsSA, 2022), speak 
English as a home language or mother tongue—hereafter referred to as their L1. This has wide-
ranging consequences for learners and education in South Africa, not the least of which is that 
the country and its learners fare poorly (on aggregate) in international comparative tests of 
educational achievement (Howie et al., 2017; SAQMEC IV, 2017). Some would argue that 
significant inequality and inefficiency in the education system are the roots of such poor 
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performance, and indeed, it must be acknowledged that systemic and socioeconomic challenges 
cannot be disentangled from the overall performance of the schooling system (Spaull & Jansen, 
2019). However, few would disagree that language must be among the factors informing this 
trend of South African learners’ poor performance, on average. 

Of particular relevance in the South African schooling system is the construct of Academic 
Language Proficiency as contrasted with that of Basic Communication Skills. The distinction 
between such categories of language use, first identified by Cummins (1976; 1979), has proven 
enormously influential in shaping our understanding of language use in academic settings, even 
though academic language remained a conceptually appealing construct that remained 
imprecisely defined until recently (Uccelli et al., 2015). This lack of precision in defining the 
construct of interest leads to a situation in which academic language proficiency is tested only 
indirectly and often accidentally in standardised assessments deployed at a school level. While 
the national curriculum for South Africa acknowledges the centrality of academic language in 
its introduction, it falls short of defining and operationalising the construct beyond this 
statement of intent: 

The Home Language level provides for language proficiency that reflects the basic 
interpersonal communication skills required in social situations and the cognitive 
academic skills essential for learning across the curriculum. (Department of Basic 
Education, 2011:8 [emphasis added]) 

Certainly, once South African learners move into higher education, the construct of academic 
language proficiency becomes acknowledged both as a determining factor in subsequent 
university performance (Yeld et al., 2012) and as a key a priori metric that might determine 
university admission/placement (Cliff, 2015). As Van der Merwe (2018: 1) states: “When 
students enter university they need to use academic language to engage with content across 
disciplines”. While the focus on academic language proficiency (in English) is well supported 
in the South African Higher Education arena, it is not a skill set that is generally explicitly 
taught in these educational settings. Ultimately, higher education institutions begin interaction 
and educational intervention with learners/students after their formative schooling career is 
complete. The many programmes deployed at a University level to assist learners with the 
development and strengthening of academic language proficiency are valuable, but academic 
language skills are, in many ways, a prerequisite for University study. Thus, many such 
interventions may be too late for learners who struggle with academic language. 

Another layer of complexity is added when considering that academic language proficiency is 
an evolving construct that is differentially expressed at different levels of a learner’s 
educational journey (MacFarlane, Barr & Uccelli, 2022). Essentially, the academic language 
skills expected from a Grade 6 learner, for instance, would be different from those expected 
from a Grade 9 learner, which would, in turn, differ from the performance of a university 
student. This continuum of language skills becomes ever more elaborated over a person’s 
lifetime and adds to the complexity of assessing a construct like academic language 
proficiency, as we must necessarily measure the construct differently and at different levels of 
complexity, depending on the assessed population. Ultimately, it is clear that academic 
language and colloquial language are on a continuum, with some features of both present in 
almost any linguistic construction, although some utterances have features that are inherently 
more or less academic (Snow & Uccelli, 2009; Snow, 2010). Ultimately, no language use is 
completely colloquial or vice versa, and features of the CALS construct (like, for example, 
linking ideas: “Get the ball and throw it to me”) would be present even in playground 
communication. This argument should alert us to the depth of complexity in measuring a 
construct like academic language proficiency, which is dramatically bound by context 
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(location, home language, age range, usage intent, etc.). This continuum of language skills from 
colloquial to academic, which becomes ever more elaborate as a learner moves through the 
various stages of their educational journey, poses significant challenges to operationalisation 
and direct instruction. Simply put, what counts as academic language use for a Grade 6 learner 
would likely represent colloquial language use at the University level. Thus, the targeted 
measurement of and instruction in such skills must be implemented carefully and appropriately. 

Hence, it seems measuring decontextualised utterances or instances of language usage alone 
would not reveal the operationalised construct of academic language proficiency. Ideally, a 
fully operationalised construct would reveal an underlying set of skills that, while becoming 
more elaborate over time, would allow for fundamental and stable tools for measuring and 
teaching academic language usage. Recently, the construct of Core Academic Language Skills 
(CALS) has been identified, which explicitly operationalises an empirically robust set of 
academic language skills. The construct and the version of the assessment instrument normed 
for South African learners (the CALS-I-ZA) have been empirically tested and found robust in 
the South African school setting (MacFarlane et al., 2022). CALS represents a constellation of 
school-relevant English-language skills of high utility that are relevant across the subject 
spectrum (Uccelli & Galloway, 2017). It is also targeted to measure academic language skills 
within a certain set of grade boundaries (Grades 4–8 in the current study) and may provide 
information on areas where focused instruction on particular skills could be successfully 
employed. However, the instrument once again remains an English-language-based assessment 
intended for use in the thoroughly multilingual classrooms of South Africa. 

There are very few monolingual English classrooms in South Africa, and in this context, there 
is consequently only limited utility in understanding the functioning of CALS in a monolingual 
setting. Rather, the South African schooling system is characterised mainly as one that teaches 
and assesses learners in their additional language (L2),1 English (Nugraha, 2018). 

With the above in mind, this article explores the possibility of using the CALS construct and 
its associated assessment (the CALS-I-ZA) to make valid judgements about both L1 and L2 
learners in South Africa.  

A BRIEF HISTORY OF LANGUAGE EDUCATION IN SOUTH AFRICA 

Although the history of language education in South Africa is far too complex to reexamine in 
this paper, the reader should have some understanding of how English became the de facto 
language of instruction in an overwhelmingly multilingual nation like South Africa. Thus, 
below is an overview of key historical points to contextualise this research. 

The recent history of South Africa is inextricably bound to language and language policy; 
indeed, the concept of taalstryd2 was coined during the apartheid regime to describe a focused 
project to deliberately alter the linguistic profile of South Africans (Lanham, 1996). One of the 
great victories of democratic South Africa was the recognition within the South African 
Constitution (Act 108 of 1996) of eleven official languages. Theoretically, every learner is 
entitled to tuition in their home language if it is an official language; in reality, the South 
African schooling system favours English to an overwhelming degree (Nguyen, 2022). The 
historical reasons for this mismatch between the language status of the majority of the 
population and the Language of Learning and Teaching (LoLT) are complex, but among them 

 
1For most South African learners, English is among the many languages they use in their daily lives. Thus, L2 
does not refer to a second language but rather to a language that a learner uses in addition to their home 
language. 
2Language struggle 
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are that under the Apartheid-era education system designed to oppress the non-white majority 
in South Africa (termed Bantu Education), learners were taught exclusively in home languages 
and nominally in English or Afrikaans (Lafon, 2009). The Afrikaans Medium Decree was 
issued in 1975 (which required many crucial subjects to be taught exclusively in Afrikaans) 
and led to deep resentment of the use of Afrikaans and a strong preference for tuition in English 
(Ndlovu, 2011)—a preference that culminated in the 1976 Soweto uprising, which was sparked 
by schoolchildren fighting for the right to be taught in English. 

While the option of mother-tongue (L1) instruction is available for all South African learners 
between Grades 1 and 3, the Foundation Phase, from Grade 4 onwards, the instructional model 
moves to one of English immersion for the majority of South African learners. In an English 
immersion model, learners receive instruction solely in English, and all schooling takes place 
through this medium of instruction. This model of instruction has shown mixed results, with 
some studies showing overall negative outcomes for learners (Nguyen, 2022) while others have 
produced positive results (Swain & Cummins, 1979). In interpreting these results, it has been 
argued that the success of an immersion programme relies on the continued high status of the 
learners’ L1 while they receive instruction only in their L2 (Cummins, 1996; Stroud, 2001). 
Essentially, these researchers have demonstrated that if the L1 of a learner is understood as a 
high-status language, an immersion programme in the L2 will have a lower chance of causing 
deleterious effects on the L1 while enjoying a greater chance of cementing skills within the L2. 
Conversely, if the L1 is considered or represented as a low-status language, the erosion of L1 
skills is likely, along with lower levels of academic language skills in the L2 (Stroud, 2001; 
Mannish, 2019). 

The evidence of language erosion above, if the language in question is not considered high 
status, is particularly worrying in the South African context. Abundant evidence exists that 
South African learners and parents perceive other official languages as having a lower status 
than English (Banda, 2000; Cekiso et al., 2015; Dyers, 2001). The immersion model is further 
complicated by the fact that the majority of teachers in South Africa speak English as their L2, 
with many having received instruction during the Bantu education period, and, as such, many 
teachers are themselves often poor models for correctly spoken and written English (Banda, 
2000). As Mullis et al. (2016) state succinctly: “South Africa has a history of poor teacher 
education, especially for African teachers”. This low status of African languages, coupled with 
historically poor teacher education in South Africa, has resulted in persistent challenges in 
terms of learner performance. The following section deals with the history and outcomes of 
assessment in South Africa, but for now, it suffices to note that language instruction and policy 
have led to both intended (during the period of Bantu education) and unintended negative 
effects (on aggregate) in terms of learners’ ability to use, learn, and complete assessments in 
English. 

ASSESSMENT IN SOUTH AFRICA 

The narrative above will be of little surprise to any scholar with even a passing familiarity with 
South Africa’s history and education system, but this aggregated viewpoint can disguise much 
of the development that has taken place within the system. Umalusi, the statutory body 
responsible for monitoring the quality of schooling and national school leaving assessments, 
has noted that in the initial days after the rise of democracy, the focus was on access to 
schooling, while quality concerns necessarily came after (Umalusi, 2015). In 2002, just 40% 
of five-year-old children were attending school in South Africa, a percentage that increased to 
99% by 2012 and has since remained relatively stable (StatsSA, 2022), with an increase of 
145% in a decade. This suggests that a very large proportion of schools in South Africa were 
built recently, serving communities that previously had little access to schooling, and given 
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those two factors, could be assumed situated in under-resourced communities. In short, much 
of the South African education system, just in terms of infrastructure, is inherently recent or 
emergent. Howie et al. (2017: 7) note that with “access being at the top of Government’s 
priority list, access has improved to the extent that primary education is almost universal”. 
This focus on access to education proved remarkably successful regarding that specific aim, 
but an education system undergoing such rapid expansion while taking on learners and teachers 
in the most underprivileged quarters of the nation was necessarily forced to make quality a 
secondary concern (Umalusi, 2015).  

Furthermore, a pronounced urban-rural division becomes evident regarding academic 
performance. As Umalusi (2015: 2) notes:  

The general socio-economic profile of the provinces is intimately related to educational 
performance, with generally good educational outcomes being observed in socio-
economically affluent provinces and poorer performance being observed in provinces 
that are economically depressed. (Umalusi, 2015: 2) 

This urban vs rural, or affluent vs impoverished, divide is extremely evident in schooling 
outcomes, whereby in 2012, 22% of all Quintile 1 schools (the poorest 20% of schools) did not 
achieve a single Bachelor’s pass3 on the National Senior Certificate, while in 99% of Quintile 
5 schools (the most affluent 20% of schools) not a single learner did not achieve this pass level 
(Umalusi, 2015). Therefore, it is clear that the popular narrative of collapse in the South African 
schooling system does not remain entirely robust when faced with the disaggregation of the 
figures presented above. The need for a nuanced approach is crucial when analysing samples 
of learners in South Africa because of the extreme range of experiences that South African 
learners can expect from the schooling system. While many learners in South Africa endure a 
schooling experience of under-skilled teachers and dramatic resource constraints in terms of 
school infrastructure (McFarlane & Selebalo, 2019), others attend schools rated among the top 
100 best schools in the world (Spear’s, 2022). 

The fractured nature of the South African schooling system makes generalisations about 
assessment results (or indeed any aspects of schooling in the nation) exceptionally difficult. 
When national-level assessments are undertaken, such as the Progress in International Reading 
Literacy Study (Howie et al., 2017; Van Staden & Roux, 2022), one of the most challenging 
elements of the research design process is the process of determining a nationally representative 
sample. An extract from PIRLS (Howie et al., 2017: 32–33) is instructive in this regard: 

The PIRLS 2016 Grade 5 sample was designed to be representative of Grade 5 learners 
from all the nine provinces… However, because the sample does not include [all] 
official languages, the sample cannot be generalised as a national representative 
sample overall. (Howie et al., 2017: 32–33) 

Globally, PIRLS is among the largest and most rigorous international assessments of learners; 
yet, after multiple iterations for over a decade and counting, it has not been possible to draw a 
nationally representative sample. Even the most recent PIRLS 2021 study (Van Staden & Roux, 
2022) assessed the South African Grade 6 sample in English or Afrikaans rather than in the 11 
official languages. This statement is not a criticism of the methods employed in PIRLS but is 
raised only to demonstrate that attempting analyses of the South African schooling system as 
an entity are, at best, extremely challenging and inevitably provide only a partial picture of 
select aspects of the system.  

 
3A Bachelor’s pass is understood as the minimum level of results required to attend University in South Africa 
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When aggregated figures are considered, South African learners generally fare poorly on large-
scale standardised assessments (Howie et al., 2017; Mullis et al., 2020), but the aggregation 
approach will inevitably mainly measure the emerging and under-resourced parts of the system, 
inarguably because such schools are in the majority. Studies that show an aggregated trend, 
particularly when reported on in the popular media, can easily create expectations about all 
schools in South Africa that apply only to emerging and under-resourced schools because such 
schools are in the majority. 

The argument above is important for this paper in particular since the sample group was 
selected from an urban public school in Johannesburg classified as Quintile 5 (the most well-
resourced 20% of schools). Many readers, when approaching results drawn from a South 
African public school with a thoroughly multilingual learner population, might expect either 
overall low performance or a significant disparity in performance between L1 and L2 learners. 
Such expectations are not borne out in the results; indeed, the argument above should 
demonstrate that such expectations ignore the reality of multiple interdependent complex 
systems at provincial, local, and individual school levels that make an aggregated or overall 
view of South African schooling virtually impossible. While a picture of an average learner in 
South Africa can be derived numerically, the range of possible contexts for an individual South 
African learner is so vast that aggregate figures must be viewed through lenses that emphasise 
nuance, context, and individual variability. 

CORE ACADEMIC LANGUAGE SKILLS 

One of the few universal truths about the South African (or indeed any) schooling system is 
that nearly all learning takes place in and through language, and the type of language employed 
by and expected from the learners is intrinsically academic, in general. A crucial, previously 
unanswerable question forms the basis of this fundamental truth, namely, what constitutes 
academic language. With the identification and validation of the CALS construct (Uccelli et 
al., 2015; MacFarlane et al., 2022), this question has now been (partially) answered. Where 
previously, it was possible to identify broadly defined categories of language use 
(academic/non-academic or colloquial), the development of CALS provides an operationalised 
set of discrete and assessable skills that have been shown to have a strong association with 
schooling outcomes (MacFarlane, 2022). The construct is not assumed to be innately 
comprehensive, as there is a high likelihood that the gamut of academic language as both a 
productive and receptive skill set goes beyond that which CALS identifies (Uccelli et al., 2015). 
However, the strength of CALS is that it provides an empirically robust starting point for the 
explicit assessment and teaching of academic language. Where previously, academic language 
was a categorical variable, the CALS construct allows for this variable to be operationalised 
and explicitly measured and taught as a defined skill set. 

There is little opposition to the idea that academic language is fundamental to success in school 
and academic settings, but while this notion is unopposed, there has also been no clear way to 
incorporate direct instruction in or measurement of this fundamental skill set. Due to its vague 
categorical nature, academic language has long been recognised as fundamental to schooling 
while simultaneously being taught only implicitly because, until recently, it has been only 
vaguely operationalised. Before direct instruction in a skill set can be attempted, the skills that 
inform that construct must be explicitly identified, disaggregated, and operationalised. 
Knowing broadly that a text is inherently academic does not assist in demonstrating what 
features of the text place it into this category, and further, does not assist in providing learners 
with the skills required to produce academic texts themselves. 
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While the challenges of multilingualism in the South African schooling system cannot be 
understated, L1 English speakers will not automatically be proficient in the understanding and 
production of academic language due to their home language status alone. There is no 
expectation that learners in monolingual schooling systems will automatically be proficient 
consumers and producers of academic texts, and all the concerns about the necessity for 
instruction in this skill set remain in such contexts (Snow & Uccelli, 2009). Thus, in the South 
African context, we must guard against the assumption that we are trying to teach children to 
use English. While the curriculum and pedagogy of the South African schooling system are 
intrinsically English (in general), the CALS construct is emerging as fundamental to academic 
language usage across various languages and regions (Meneses et al., 2020; Uccelli et al., 2020; 
Galloway et al., 2020). This strongly suggests that CALS identifies and operationalises 
academic language skills as a category not bound to the specific language in which the skills 
are being deployed. CALS is becoming understood as a way to engage with and produce 
academic texts, not specifically academic texts in English, Spanish, SeSotho, etc. It is 
becoming clear that the production and comprehension of academic texts is a skill set that 
stands outside of a particular lexicon or language and, instead, is a way of approaching text 
using discrete and identifiable skills existing and being applicable independently of the target 
language. 

While the description of the CALS-I-ZA instrument provides a full overview of the discrete 
skills in the section below, it is worthwhile listing the skills here to advance the current line of 
argument. The skills that make up the CALS construct are: Organising Argumentative Texts, 
Connecting Ideas, Tracking Themes, Comprehending Complex Sentences, Unpacking Words, 
Awareness of Academic Register, Identifying Epistemic Stance, and Understanding 
Metalinguistic Vocabulary (Uccelli et al., 2015). For any of these skills, the actual language in 
which the skill is deployed is a secondary issue; for example, the first item, Organising 
Argumentative Texts, whereby a learner is required to place a series of out-of-order sentences 
in the correct order to form a logical argument form. Such argument forms follow standard 
argumentative structures such as modus ponens4 and similar standardised argument forms. 
Importantly, it must be understood that such argument forms can be symbolically represented 
as abstract formulae using propositional calculus (Patrick, 2009), which results in a formula 
for modus ponens as follows: 

𝑎 → 𝑏, 𝑎
𝑏  

This argument form, once symbolically represented, can be applied and understood in any 
target language. The skill of identifying the logical structure of the argument and placing the 
sentences in order requires decoding the language in which they are presented as a prerequisite, 
yet it is a skill that is also independent of the specific language beyond the decoding step. 

Similarly, if we examine the second skill within the CALS construct—Connecting Ideas—it 
becomes evident that while the connectives/conjunctions within any one language are lexically 
bound, their function within language is innately generic and cross-linguistic. All languages 
require ways of defining relationships between concepts, and the skill of understanding how 
these linguistic connectives define the relationship between inter/intra-sentential concepts goes 
far beyond decoding the words themselves. 

 
4If A then B. A. Therefore B. Expressed in natural language, modus ponens would create an argument as 
follows: If it is daytime then the sun is up. It is daytime. Therefore, the sun is up. 
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Thus, the truth of academic language usage is revealed as being a skill set that describes how 
language is used and deployed academically and not how a language is used. 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

Research Question 1: 

To what extent is the CALS-I-ZA instrument associated with academic performance in L1 and 
L2 learners? 

Research Question 2: 

What are the differences in performance in L1 and L2 learners on the CALS-I-ZA instrument? 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

This research and the CALS construct more broadly embraces the paradigm of sociocultural 
pragmatics—a view that regards language and language use as being embedded in (and 
inseparable from) the context/s in which they are developed and used (Halliday & Matthiessen, 
2004; Heath, 2012; Ravid & Tolchinsky, 2002; Snow & Uccelli, 2009; Uccelli et al., 2015). 
This view entails that language use and language learning are lifelong endeavours prompted 
by the contexts in which they are deployed or encountered. Due to the embeddedness of 
language within a particular culture or context (the context of the playground, the context of 
the home, the context of the classroom, etc.), some language forms and functions are either 
more or less appropriate in a specified context. Crucial to this viewpoint is that language 
learning is never complete; rather, language skills are an ever-evolving construct that is 
constantly shaped and reshaped by the environment in which it is encountered and deployed. 
The ability to adapt language usage to context is termed rhetorical flexibility (Ravid & 
Tolchinsky, 2002). The concept has been extended by Uccelli et al. (2020) to include a critical 
awareness of the power relations embedded in social contexts and to acknowledge that 
language use is never neutral. This understanding is termed critical rhetorical flexibility.  

This paper embeds itself in the paradigms of sociocultural pragmatism and critical rhetorical 
flexibility as they are particularly relevant in a country like South Africa, where the education 
system was deliberately shaped for decades as a tool of cultural control (Bantu education). 
Critical rhetorical flexibility represents an understanding that a skilled language user in one 
context might lack the linguistic skills necessary to operate efficiently in a different context 
and that this discrepancy is merely a skill set that could be developed through training and 
exposure to the expected outputs in that specific context (Uccelli et al., 2020). 

METHODS 

The CALS-I-ZA instrument was previously localised for the South African context, and the 
instrument and underlying CALS construct were validated on a moderately sized (n = 285) 
sample of South African learners (MacFarlane, Barr & Uccelli, 2022). The instrument has been 
normed on Grade 4 to Grade 8 learners and found appropriate for that age range (Uccelli et al., 
2015). With both the instrument and the construct proving to remain robust when utilised in 
South Africa, it then became necessary to establish the functioning of the instrument when 
analysed in L1 and L2 learners. This entailed both a comparison of the functioning of the 
instrument when attempted by L1 and L2 learners and a comparison of the same learners’ 
performance on the provincial Gauteng Common Examinations. 

Instruments 
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The primary instrument in this study was the CALS-I-ZA, a derivation of the original CALS 
instrument, the CALS-I, which was developed in the United States (Uccelli et al., 2015). The 
instrument consists of eight sub-tests detailed as follows: 

1. Organising Argumentative Texts: This sub-test requires learners to organise four to six 
fragments of a brief essay, with each fragment introduced by a common marker such 
as “in my opinion”, “one reason”, “in conclusion”, etc. The fragments are organised 
into a typical argumentative text that follows a conventional argumentative text 
structure. This text type is among the most prevalent in academic discourse (Rex, 
Thomas & Engel, 2010) and skills in structuring narratives have been shown to have a 
positive association with reading comprehension (Oakhill & Cain, 2000). Organising 
argumentative texts is hypothesised to be positively associated with the ability to 
comprehend and organise academic writing (Uccelli et al., 2015). 

2. Connecting Ideas: In this subtest, learners are asked to select the missing marker from 
among four options (e.g., “Sam broke his leg _____, he continues to play cricket.” 
consequently, nevertheless, namely, thus). This demonstrates skills in understanding 
school-relevant words that connect ideas and using those words to organise intra-
sentential relations correctly. These types of discourse markers have been shown to 
affect receptive skills such as the processing of and learning from academic texts 
(Meyer & Poon, 2001; Hyӧnӓ & Lorch, 2004). 

3. Tracking Themes: Students are asked to match the underlined texts with their 
antecedents by selecting among three options (e.g., “China resisted the move for 
change. In 1989, students protested to demand changes, but the army opposed those 
changes. Troops were sent to stop the movement.”) This task aims to assess each 
learner’s ability to understand conceptual anaphora, which are used to encapsulate a 
complex idea or collection of ideas (Biber, Conrad & Reppen, 1998). Skills in resolving 
such conceptual anaphora have been positively associated with reading comprehension 
(García et al., 2015). 

4. Comprehending Complex Sentences: In this subtest, the administrator reads a sentence 
and learners are asked to select the picture that corresponds to the target sentence. Four 
pictures are presented, three of which depict sentences altered by a grammatical element 
(e.g., “The boy the dog sees is running.”). This allows learners to demonstrate their 
ability to use syntactic cues in a sentence to comprehend precise meaning, a skill that 
has been positively associated with reading comprehension (Mokhtari & Thompson, 
2006; Taylor, Greenberg, Laures-Gore & Wise, 2011). 

5. Unpacking Words: The administrator reads a morphologically derived word followed 
by an incomplete sentence, and learners are asked to complete the sentence by 
extracting the base from the derived word (e.g., Activity. “The children are very 
_______.”). The ability to decompose morphologically complex words has been 
positively associated with reading comprehension (Carlisle, 2000; Lesaux & Kieffer, 
2010).  

6. Awareness of Academic Register: Learners are asked to identify the most academic 
definition from a set of three definitions of the same familiar word. Knowledge of the 
language of formal and academic definitions has been identified as a predictor of later 
academic success (Kurland & Snow, 1997). 

7. Identifying Epistemic Stance: The administrator reads a set of claims from ‘scientists’ 
that include a stance marker. Learners are then asked to determine how sure each 
scientist is about the claim they have made (e.g., “The rock appears to be from space.” 
Yes, Maybe Yes, Maybe No, No). Skills in identifying the epistemic stance of a writer 
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have been positively associated with the comprehension of academic texts (Uccelli et 
al., 2015). 

8. Understanding Metalinguistic Vocabulary: The administrator reads two sentences from 
an informational article followed by a one-sentence reaction by a respondent. Learners 
are then asked to select one word that best describes the respondent’s reaction from a 
list of four possible options (e.g., opposing, quoting, describing, exaggerating). The 
ability to understand words that label or qualify language or thinking moves has been 
positively associated with reading comprehension (Kieffer & Lesaux, 2012). 

(Above extract adapted from Uccelli & Galloway, 2017) 

The instrument used as a comparator and proxy for academic performance was the Gauteng 
Common Examinations developed by the Gauteng Department of Education. The common 
examinations are run annually in all Gauteng public schools at the Grade 6 level by the 
Provincial Education Department, making them a direct proxy for schooling results for Grade 
6. Two common examinations were utilised: the mathematics examination and the natural 
sciences and technology examination (Gauteng Department of Education, 2016). It should be 
noted that it was important for this study to compare the CALS-I-ZA against a measure of 
general academic performance, not against performance on other language assessments. A 
language instrument that correlates with other measures of language proficiency is perhaps 
useful, but the intention of CALS is to predict general academic performance, not isolated 
language skills.  

While the common examinations are not standardised or normed assessments, the choice of 
these instruments was because such assessments are administered across all public schools in 
the province and, thus, provide a common comparator. Assessments other than the common 
examinations in Grade 6 (and generally, for earlier grades of schooling) are normally developed 
internally at each school and, thus, do not provide a basis for analysing learners’ academic 
performance across different schools. Therefore, while the validity and reliability of the 
common examinations are unknown, they are nonetheless developed as measures of academic 
performance and keyed directly to the national curriculum by the provincial authorities. In this 
study, it is the relationship between the results of the CALS-I-ZA and the common 
examinations that is of interest, rather than the actual quantum of the common examination 
scores. Since the common examinations represent actual schooling outcomes as measured by 
the provincial government, a strong association between CALS and the common examinations 
would indicate that CALS is predictive of schooling outcomes. 

Participants 

The sample included 89 Grade 6 learners in two English medium public schools. The two urban 
public schools were in the Gauteng province, and both schools were classified as Quintile 4.5 
Randomisation of learners was not possible, given they were already in fixed classes and 
grades, and, of course, their language backgrounds were also preexisting variables. The schools 
in question both had catchment areas covering fairly affluent as well as low-income areas and, 
thus, the sampled learners were from a mix of socioeconomic and linguistic backgrounds. 
Fourteen different home languages were reported within the sample. Despite the diversity 
evidenced within the schools, the sample was necessarily convenience-based and manipulation 
of the preexisting groups was not possible. 

 
5Both the sample size and choice of Quintile 4 schools were determined by the need to obtain ethical clearance 
to access learners’ provincial schooling results from the provincial education department. 
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The sample of 89 learners was somewhat skewed in favour of female learners, containing 36 
(40.4%) male learners and 53 (59.6%) female learners. Two questions were included in the 
demographic information portion of the CALS-I-ZA to provide information on learners’ 
language status: “What language(s) do you speak at home the most?” and “What language(s) 
do people in your home speak the most?”. Due to the extreme diversity of linguistic 
backgrounds present in South African urban classrooms, asking learners what their home or 
first language is could easily produce answers about learners’ ethnic heritage language/s but 
not discern the language/s most commonly spoken by people in the home and social situations. 
For example, a learner whose home language is IsiZulu might not be able to use that language 
with the same level of proficiency as another language they encounter more frequently in their 
daily lives. Many families do not use their heritage languages for communication in the home, 
and this study was concerned with the language/s within which the learners were most 
proficient rather than what their familial heritage language/s might be. 

The assumption was that learners who did not list English as one of their most commonly 
spoken languages as well as being spoken at home would thus have English as their L2. Based 
on this assumption, 38 (42.7%) learners were classified as having English as their L2, while 
the remaining 51 (57.3%) were understood as L1 learners. Within the L2 group in the sample, 
no dominant home languages were reported, with the set of languages including isiZulu, 
isiXhosa, Sepedi, SeSotho, TshiTsonga, SeTswana, Afrikaans, Igbo, Urdu, German, Shona, 
Malagasy and Bemba. 

Analytic Plan 

It was necessary to perform a correlation analysis using Pearson’s product-moment correlation 
coefficient to answer the first research question, comparing the variables of the maths common 
examination, the natural science and technology (NST) common examination, the CALS-I-ZA 
(percentage score derived from the CALS-I-ZA instrument), and home language status 
(English as L1 or L2). In this analysis, the maths and NST common examination (Annual 
National Assessments) results stand in as a proxy for schooling performance. 

The second research question required the use of an independent sample t-test to determine any 
significant differences between the groups on the variables of interest in this study (maths 
common examination, NST common examination, CALS-I-ZA, and home languages). 

All data were analysed using SPSS Statistics 26. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Descriptive statistics were derived for all variables of interest and are presented in Table 1 
below. 

Table 1 

Descriptive Statistics 

Home Language N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

Maths Common 
Exam Mark 

L1 50 67,64 15,15 2,14 
L2 39 59,08 13,81 2,21 

NST Common 
Exam Mark 

L1 50 81,74 11,24 1,59 
L2 39 78,97 11,52 1,85 

CALS-I-ZA L1 50 67,61 13,39 1,89 
L2 39 58,32 15,83 2,53 
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The pattern of the results obtained on the maths common examination and the CALS-I-ZA 
correspond substantially, with the mean scores and standard deviations nearly mirroring one 
another. The language groups were coded as being in the L1 (English as a home language) or 
the L2 (English as a second language) groups and it becomes apparent that the L2 group 
performed at a lower level than the L1 group on both the maths and CALS scores. 

The NST scores revealed that this examination was less challenging for the candidates in 
general than the other assessments, with negligible differences in scores between the L1 and 
L2 groups. 

A correlation analysis was undertaken to determine the strength of the relationships between 
the variables. Table 2 presents the summarised results below. 

Table 2 

Correlations 

 

Maths 
Common 
Exam Mark 

NST 
Common 
Exam Mark 

Home 
Language CALS-I-ZA 

Maths Common 
Exam Mark 

Pearson 
Correlation 

1 .625** .283** .642** 

Sig. (two-tailed)  .000 .007 .000 

N 89 89 89 89 

NST Common 
Exam Mark 

Pearson 
Correlation 

.625** 1 .121 .650** 

Sig. (two-tailed) .000  .258 .000 

N 89 89 89 89 

Home Language Pearson 
Correlation 

.283** .121 1 .306** 

Sig. (two-tailed) .007 .258  .004 

N 89 89 89 89 

CALS-I-ZA Pearson 
Correlation 

.642** .650** .306** 1 

Sig. (two-tailed) .000 .000 .004  

N 89 89 89 89 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (two-tailed). 

 

The results of the correlation analysis reveal a moderately strong relationship between the 
maths and NST common examinations (r = .625) and similarly, a moderately strong 
relationship between the maths and CALS-I-ZA (r-.642) and the NST and the CALS-I-ZA (r 
= .65). All these correlations are significant with p at .01. Thus, the CALS-I-ZA has a 
significant and moderately strong relationship with both common examinations, which 
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provides strong evidence of a predictive relationship between CALS-I-ZA and schooling 
results. 

The weak relationship between the home language variable and the other results is significant. 
The results indicate no relationship between the NST examination and home language. While 
home language remains significantly related to the results of the CALS-I-ZA and the maths 
examination, the strength of the relationship is very low at r = .283 for Maths and r = .306 for 
CALS-I-ZA. 

This result supports the argument that the skill set represented by CALS exhibits a strong linear 
relationship with schooling outcomes, irrespective of the language status of the learners. This 
further shows that home language has only a weak or insignificant relationship with the 
learners’ academic outcomes and CALS scores. 

It was important to test if there were significant differences in performance for the L1 and L2 
groups on the various assessments, and for this task, an independent samples t-test was 
employed. Although several of the learners shared a grade, most did not share the same 
classroom and were split between two different schools, thus ruling out the use of a related 
samples t-test. 

Table 3 

Independent Samples Test  
Levene's test 
for equality of 
variances 

T-test for equality of means 

F Sig. t df Sig. 
(two-
tailed) 
p 

Mean 
Differ
ence 

Std. 
Error 
Differ
ence 

95% 
Confidence 
Interval of the 
Difference 
Lower Upper 

Maths 
Common 
Exam 
Mark 

Equal 
variances 
assumed 

0,965 0,329 2,749 87 0,007 8,563 3,115 2,372 14,75
4 

NST 
Common 
Exam 
Mark 

Equal 
variances 
assumed 

0,065 0,799 1,139 87 0,258 2,766 2,427 -2,059 7,591 

CALS-I-
ZA 

Equal 
variances 
assumed 

1,726 0,192 2,997 87 0,004 9,287 3,098 3,129 15,44
6 

 

Table 3 above shows that the L1 and L2 groups performed significantly differently on both the 
maths common examination and the CALS-I-ZA. Unexpectedly, this difference was not 
evident in the NST common examination, and it was not possible to subdivide the language 
groups using their performances on this measure. This might be evidence that the L1 and L2 
groups are moving closer together in terms of their academic performances but similarly, it 
might merely be evidence that this particular measure does not discriminate effectively. 
Ultimately, it is expected that the L2 group will perform at a lower level than the L1 group on 
such assessments precisely because the L2 group face the additional challenge of working in 
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an additional language. In all cases, the CALS-I-ZA emerged with the strongest relationship 
with schooling results on either of the two comparator assessments.  

CONCLUSION 

This paper demonstrates that the CALS construct has a strong relationship with schooling 
results in the context of an English-language-based schooling system while having only a 
limited degree of association with the home language status of learners. This argues strongly 
that the CALS skill set might have a degree of lexical independence in that it is not directly 
associated with a specific language or lexicon. It is also clear that the CALS construct is 
functioning comparably in both the L1 and L2 groups in this study. It is still challenging to 
make more general claims about the CALS construct from this study alone, as the sample size 
was relatively small (n = 89) and further research is required to confirm the trends that emerged 
in this paper. 

The preliminary trend identified is cause for optimism; however, since the CALS construct has 
the potential not only to be used as an assessment to predict later schooling success, the fully 
operationalised and specified nature of CALS should also make it a strong basis for the 
development of instructional tools and pedagogy. While the language status of the South 
African schooling system and learner populations has been discussed at length above, many of 
the concerns raised would be addressed by an explicit method for teaching academic language 
skills that is not concerned specifically with teaching English.  

None of the skills identified in the CALS construct are necessarily English language skills and 
are indeed generic in their design, such that they could be deployed in any target language. 
That is not to say that teaching English in South Africa is fruitless; of course, no linguistic skill 
set can be deployed if the individual does not have a command of the language in which such 
skills must be demonstrated. Instead, the results of the analyses conducted in this paper 
strengthen the argument that (in South Africa) English language skills are necessary but not 
sufficient for the development and deployment of proficient academic language skills. The 
results further raise the likelihood that such skills could be taught in any language and could 
be transposed into any language that is the target language of the schooling system in question. 

The great benefit of the CALS construct is that it is both highly specified and fully 
operationalised. As noted previously, the instrument was normed for Grade 4 to Grade 8 
learners, and thus, Grade 6 was explicitly chosen as an appropriate level to measure these skills. 
This allows for the larger construct of academic language to be deconstructed into directly 
assessable sub-skills. No researchers working with the CALS construct claim that the construct 
is exhaustive, and indeed, as further research is conducted, additional generic academic 
language skills will likely be identified and incorporated into CALS. The construct is not yet 
comprehensive, but this is no barrier to its use; indeed, the results of this paper demonstrate 
that CALS provides robust information about learners’ language skills, which is strongly 
associated with their schooling outcomes. Further, CALS clearly maintains this association 
with schooling outcomes, irrespective of the language status of the learners being assessed. 
Thus, the question raised in the very first line of this paper can be answered in the affirmative: 
Yes, it is possible to assess learners in South Africa from diverse language backgrounds using 
only English-language-based instruments, with a caveat regarding measuring such 
performance in English. Since the South African schooling system forces most learners down 
the path of English immersion, it is of great value to have an instrument that could allow us to 
predict how learners would perform academically when tested in that language. 

The explicit nature of CALS provides further possibilities; however, by rendering these 
fundamental academic language skills explicit, it also allows for direct instruction in the skill 
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set. If these skills are directly testable, inevitably, they are also directly teachable. The evidence 
that the skill set is also lexically independent provides the hope that the mastery of CALS could 
be a skill set that is directly transferrable from one language to another. Indeed, the results of 
this study suggest a strong possibility that the CALS skill set represents fundamental ways of 
using language for academic purposes and not using a specific language for this purpose. In 
conclusion, this research has shown that the CALS construct can validly be used to assess 
academic language skills in L1 and L2 South African learners and remains a strong predictor 
of academic success in both groups. 
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